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Methods of 
Reflection



Meet The (Module) Team –
‘Expert’ Judges & Mentors



Approaching The 
Unknown – The 

baking challenge!

“I think I was the same just 
like found it really stressful 
to begin with but I think it 
is just because I had never 

really heard of digital 
events or seen any happen”

“I want to say for 
brainstorming  you need to 

get into the same mood 
and it is much harder to 

online. To bring good ideas 
I think it will be much 

better to be together in the 
same room, same space.” 



Structure – The Recipes 
of Management “Because it was quite unstructured, I 

don’t know about the other groups but 
for my group it was a 24 hour, 7 day a 

week thing. I am quite strict with 
myself and I just do office hours.”

“I guess I think the reason why it 
would be more challenging, I guess 
we’ve talked about like in our group 

and things is because you are 
constantly getting messages and 

things about it. Like there is no turning 
off, so especially when it got to the 
other deadlines like you’d be doing 

your other uni work. And then this is 
still happening, like it is such a big 

thing it’s constantly there.”



The Mixing Bowl - Ingredients for success 

“So like sponsorship and marketing merged together because 
that is like when those overlapped and I got a bit stressed out. Coz 

that was like challenging for me trying to make sure everything 
was like segmented in the same way…”an”

“And I don’t know if that 
was actually because we 
hadn’t been able to build 

connections with each 
other and all properly talk 

about our ideas”



Tangibility – The 
Final Bake 

“So, it was good to see what we’ve done was then 

being done by professional platforms. So, we were all 

working along the right lines, it was quite reassuring 

that actually.”

“Yeah for me it definitely took a little while for it all to 
become... So it kind of took to after the pitches I 

suppose and then it was like okay this is actually a 
thing and we really need to get the ball rolling.” 



Showcasing - The Final 
Bake!

“Yeah so I would say I feel more professional, more like I have 
that kind of under the belt. Now that I can take all the learning 

from that and I can kind of go forward and use this going 
forward too. I feel like more of an events person than I probably 

was before ”

Credited to cake-making extraordinaire Professor Peter Reid



Lessons Learnt…



r.j.ironside@rgu.ac.uk

k.jones8@rgu.ac.uk

“Constructive…Accomplished… 
Professional… 

Proud…Appreciative… 
Enlightened… 

Relieved…Happy… Surprised”

Questions? 

mailto:r.j.ironside@rgu.ac.uk
mailto:k.jones8@rgu.ac.uk
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